
 

About the Iditarod Race 
 

1. What is the purpose of the Iditarod? TO SAVE THE SLED DOG CULTURE AND ALASKAN HUSKIES AND TO 

PRESERVE THE IDITAROD TRAIL 

2. In what month does the Iditarod take place? MARCH 

3. What is the average number of dogs per team? 16 

4. At least how many dogs must be in harness pulling the sled at the finish line? 5 

5. What is the most popular breed of dog for the teams? ALASKAN HUSKY 

6. What do the dogs wear during the race? BOOTIES ON THEIR PAWS TO PROTECT THEIR FEET 

7. What command do mushers use to tell their dogs "Let's go?" MUSH! or HIKE! or ALL RIGHT! Or LET'S GO! 

8. What command do mushers use to tell their team to "Stop?" WHOA! 

9. What does "dog in basket" mean? A TIRED OR INJURED DOG IS IN THE SLED 

10. What is it called when the musher pushes the sled with one foot while the other remains on the sled? PEDALING 

11. Name three pieces of required gear for the race. COLD WEATHER SLEEPING BAG, AX, SNOWSHOES, EIGHT 

BOOTIES FOR EACH DOG, COOKER, POT LARGE ENOUGH TO BOIL 3 GALLONS OF WATER AT A TIME, 

VETERNARIAN NOTEBOOK, ENOUGH FUEL TO BRING 3 GALLONS OF WATER TO A BOIL, NON-CHAFING DOG 

HARNESS FOR EACH DOG, NECKLINE 

12. In what year did the first full-length Iditarod run? 1973 

13. Who is known as the "Mother of the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race?" DOROTHY G. PAGE 

14. Who is known as the "Father of the Iditarod?" JOE REDINGTON, SR.  

15. What is the nickname for the Iditarod race? THE LAST GREAT RACE 

16. What is awarded to the last musher to finish the race? A RED LANTERN 

17. What is the name of the award given to an outstanding lead dog and is chosen by the mushers? LOLLY MEFLEY 

MEMORIAL GOLDEN HARNESS AWARD 

18. What is the name of the light that is lit at 10:00 a.m. on the first Sunday of March and attached to the Burled 

Arch, the official finish line, and remains lit until the last musher crosses the finish line? WIDOWS LAMP 

19. Who was the first winner of the Iditarod? DICK WILMARTH 

20. Who is currently the only 5-time winner of the Iditarod who won in 3 different decades? RICK SWENSON 

21. Who is currently the youngest musher to win the race? DALLAS SEAVEY 

22. Who is the oldest musher to run the race? COL. MORMAN VAUGHAN 

23. Who was the first female winner? LIBBY RIDDLES 

24. While the distance of the race can vary depending on the trail and weather conditions, approximately how long 

it the trail? APPROXIMATELY 975 to 1,000 MILES (any answer between these numbers is considered correct) 

25. Anchorage is considered the ceremonial start. Where does the competitive start typically take place? WILLOW 

26. Excluding Anchorage and Nome, which town on the trail is the largest? UNALAKLEET 

 

Resource link for Iditarod questions: https://iditarod.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

ANSWER KEY 

https://iditarod.com/


 

About Alaskan Wildlife 
 

1. This bear can weigh up to 1,500 pounds. BROWN BEAR or GRIZZLY BEAR 

2. Which bear has a white coat that serves as camouflage for hunting in the snow? POLAR BEAR 

3. What are domesticated and semi-domesticated caribou called? REINDEER 

4. What wolf-like member of the dog family is a considered a "20th century new-comer" in Alaskan wildlife? 

COYOTE 

5. There are over 7,000 to 11,000 of this canine pack animal, with 2 recognized subspecies of the Grey and Timber. 

WOLF 

6. What is one of the two bison subspecies found in Alaska? PLAINS BISON or WOOD BISON 

7. What is the most common and widely distributed bat in Alaska? LITTLE BROWN BAT 

8. Which animal is America's largest rodent and have been trapped for their fur? BEAVER 

9. What animal resembles a long-tail weasel and has a reddish-brown coat in the summer that turns white in the 

winter, except for the tip of its tail that stays black year-round? ERMINE 

10. What species of fox is found in the treeless tundra through the Artic regions of Alaska? ARTIC FOX 

11. What is the most common species of hare in Alaska whose fur turns white in the winter? SNOWSHOE HARE 

12. What is another name for the tundra hare? ALASKA HARE 

13. What member of the Mustelidae family has been sought after for use in making fur coats and its oil for medicine 

and cosmetic products? AMERICAN MINK 

14. What is the largest member of the deer family and is found throughout Alaska? MOOSE 

15. What is the common name for the animal Inupiaq-speaking Eskimos call omingmak which means "the animal 

with skin like a beard?" MUSKOX 

16. Which sea lion is the largest in the world? STELLAR (or NORTHERN) SEA LION 

17. Name one of the seal species found in Alaska. BEARDED or HARBOR or NORTHERN FUR or RIBBON or RINGED 

or SPOTTED 

18. These white sheep live in the alpine areas in subarctic mountain ranges of Alaska and are known for their 

massive, curled horns. DALL SHEEP 

19. The most distinctive feature of this animal is their two ivory tusks. These animals primarily live in the shallow 

waters of the northern Bering and Chukchi seas. PACIFIC WALRUS 

20. Name one of the whale species that can be seen in the Alaskan waters. BAIRD'S BEAKED or BELUGA or BLUE or 

BOWHEAD or CUVIER'S BEAKED or FIN or GRAY or HUMPBACK or KILLER or MINKE or NOETH PACIFIC RIGHT or 

SEI or SPERM or STEJNEGER'S BEAKED 

21. This sluggish, bottom-dwelling fish is only found in Alaska and eastern Siberia and is unique because it has a 

modified esophagus that allows them to live off atmospheric oxygen. ALASKA BLACKFISH 

22. Name one of the species of salmon that thrive in Alaska. CHINOOK or CHUM or COHO or PINK or SOCKEYE 

23. This is Alaska's largest bird of prey, the symbol of America, and a spiritual symbol for Alaska Natives. BALD 

EAGLE 

24. This is the Alaska state bird. WILLOW PTARMIGAN 

25. These birds spend most of their time on the sea, are known for their colorful summer beaks, and have been 

called the "Clowns of the Sea", "Sea Parrots" or "Artic Monks." Name one of the two species that live in Alaska. 

HORNED PUFFIN or TUFTED PUFFIN  

26. Considered one of the most beautifully plumed sea ducks, this duck nests along swiftly moving rivers and 

streams and winters along rugged and exposed coastlines. Its nickname is Sea Mouse. HARLEQUIN DUCK 

 

Resource link for Alaskan wildlife questions:  https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=animals.main 

ANSWER KEY 

https://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=animals.main


 

About Alaska 
 

1. When was Alaska admitted into the Union? SATURDAY, JANUARY 3, 1959 

2. When was Alaska admitted into the Union it became which number state? 49TH 

3. When Alaska was purchased from Russia for 7.2 million dollars (about 2 cents and acre) in 1867, what was deal 

called in the press? SEWARD'S FOLLY 

4. What is Alaska's nickname? THE LAST FRONTIER 

5. What is Alaska's state motto? NORTH TO THE FUTURE 

6. What is the capital of Alaska? Juneau 

7. What is the Alaskan state bird? WILLOW PTARMIGAN 

8. What is the Alaskan state flower? FORGET-ME-NOT 

9. What is Alaska's state sport? DOG MUSHING 

10. How old was Benny Benson when his idea was chosen for the design of the Alaskan state flag? 13 

11. What is the lowest temperature ever recorded in Alaska? -80°F IN 1971 AT PROSPECT CREEK CAMP 

12. What is the highest temperature ever recorded in Alaska? 100°F IN 1915 IN FORT YUKON 

13. 17 of the 20 highest peaks in the United States are in Alaska. What is the highest peak in North America? DENALI 

14. What was Denali once called? MT. MCKINLEY 

15. What is the longest river in Alaska? THE YUKON RIVER 

16. Approximately how close is mainland Alaska to mainland Russia at their closest points? APROXIMATELY 55 

MILES 

17. What natural phenomenon can be seen well in Fairbanks, Alaska approximately 4 months of the year? AURORA 

BOREALIS (THE NORTHERN LIGHTS) 

18. There are an estimated 100,000 glaciers in Alaska. Measuring approximately 1,900 square miles including its 

associated ice field, what is the largest glacier in Alaska? BERING GLACIER 

19. What was created after the 1912 eruption of Navarupta Volcano, one of more than 70 potentially active 

volcanoes in Alaska? THE VALLEY OF TEN THOUSAND SMOKES 

20. What was the magnitude of the strongest earthquake recorded in North America that happened in 1964 in 

Alaska's Prince William Sound? 9.2 

21. The Tongass National Forest in southeast Alaska is not only the largest national forest but also this type of 

forest. RAINFOREST 

22. About 60% of America's commercial fisheries are in Alaska. Name one of the main types of seafood harvested 

there. SALMON or CRAB or SHRIMP or HALIBUT or COD or HERRING 

23. Name one of the two oceans that border Alaska. ARTIC or PACIFIC 

24. Alaska is home to North America's longest dual use (rail & highway) tunnel and connect Anchorage to Whittier. 

What is it called? THE ANTON ANDERSON TUNNEL 

25. What is the name of the archipelago that consists of 14 large volcanic islands and 55 smaller islands and serve as 

a border between the Pacific Ocean and the Bering Sea? THE ALEUTIAN ISLANDS 

26. What is the name of the sled dog race that takes place in March? THE IDITAROD 

 

Resource links for Alaska questions:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alaska 

https://www.kids-world-travel-guide.com/alaska-facts.html 

http://alaska.gov/kids/learn/facts.htm 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Alaska 

ANSWER KEY 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alaska
https://www.kids-world-travel-guide.com/alaska-facts.html
http://alaska.gov/kids/learn/facts.htm
https://www.britannica.com/place/Alaska

